
Toy Blast

**About Toy Blast**

Toy Blast is a colorful puzzle game for smartphones and tablets, where players have to solve

numerous puzzles, make cubes explode and collect toys.

In Toy Blast, a colorful world of cubes and toys awaits you. In the game you need to help Amy to

collect precious toys. For this you have to solve various puzzles in numerous levels. Combine at

least two cubes of the same color to make them explode and disappear from the board. When the

board is cleared, you can easily pick up toys that are stuck. To solve levels even faster, you can

also use different boosters.

**Toy Blast - Features:** 

- Collect precious toys: In Toy Blast, you have to help Amy to collect toys. To collect toys, you have

to connect at least two cubes of the same color. When they explode, the board is gradually cleared

and you have the opportunity to pick up the toys. But since you only have a limited number of

moves, you have to think carefully about all your moves.

- Use Boosters: To solve particularly difficult levels quickly, you can use different boosters.

Boosters such as explosions or rechargeable powers help you to clear the level quickly and to

collect toys easily.

- Many colorful toys: In Toy Blast, many colorful and cute toys await you, which want to be picked

up by you. In the individual levels you will find for example different cars, dolls, rockets or stuffed

animals.

- Rewards and Bonuses: Once you complete a level, you can receive special rewards and bonuses.

These can definitely help you in the further course of the game.

- Facebook Ranking: On Facebook Rankings, you can easily compare yourself with your friends.

Follow the achievements of your friends and prove that you can solve the colorful puzzle the

fastest and the best.

Conclusion: Toy Blast is a colorful puzzle game, which convinces above all by a simple game

principle. Since you only have a limited number of moves available and since many levels are quite

tricky, you have to be strategically smart and think carefully about each move. In Toy Blast, you

also have many levels available so that you can enjoy the game for a long time.


